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4 years of `age; bufthat understanding of a disability does not
produce the negative attityd.es towards the disabled that are found in
older children. (ED) ,
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The existence of negative attitudes toward the physically handicapped has
GI

been well documented (Asher,,1974;.\Vaaniel, 1970; fight, 1960). Research

suggests that negative attitudes toward the e-disabled develop at a young, age.

.Richardson (1970) found that children as young as

favor children without handicaps to children with

research examined the attitulstowa4disability
,

1

% -

pre-school childre,ir,aged three to five. '''`

first grade consistently

handicaps.

of an even younger age group,.

The'pres,mt
:

Prel:Tious'resqarcii-on attitudes school-age children toward the disabled

used a rank order technique (Richardson, 1970; Goodman, DornbusCh, Richardson,

and Hastorf, 1963; Richardson, Hastorf, Goodman, and Dornbuich, 1961). Children

ordered a series of six drawings of children from mast preferred to leatst
.4

t
preferred. In five of the drawings, thechildrep had various physical

handicaps and in one the a child was without a handicap. This procedure has

worked wg11 with children over six, however, Richardson (197 .0) has ques tioned

its usefulness-with five to six year olds sincda numberof children at this
, 40.

age level do not fully undettitand,Ahetask: (

Accordingly, a somewhat different assessment procedure was developed for'

this research. Children were sbn a ,,icture of either a pane-sex, abletbodred

chi.l.disitting in a regular chair (able-bodied condition) or 'the sacs ch.A.1(.1

sitting in a. wheelchair (disabled condition). They were then askei.a SCries

f questions to assess their attitudes tmard the pictured child. Each question

was responted to With either yes or no.

A
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-The present research apt`attempted to evaluate the .child's awarencos pf

and uriderjtanding of physical impairment. The question of.children's under-
.

4
standineof disability h not beer a concern in earlier studies. It has always

.been assumed that schOl age and older populations had 'an awa reness of the

meaning of disability. However, in this research with pre-schoolers, an

evaluation was Made of the child's co...,.:ehension of disability. Children in the

disabled condition were asked Several questions aimed at determining their

knowledge of the wheelchair's name anunction.

Finally,.the research examined whether Prerschool cItildren!'S attitu
4.

tpward ,the disabled could be modified by varying the perceb4.similarity of

the disabled child. Byrne (1961 has theorizedr:that attraction toward an
)

individual increases as patceived similarity to the individual increases.

Stt.CIes by Byrne and others have repeatedly found support for this hypothesis

with adults (Byrne:1969). In a study by Byrne and Griffitt (1966) the

similarity-attraction model held for children in fourth to eighth giaAes 13

,well. Asher (1974) applied the sl...-:ltrity-attraction 'model to adult attitudes

toward the disabled. In the Asher study, attraction toward a dIsableti persnn

was increased by increasing the pelcel.-cd attitudinal similarity of the diFabled

person.

In the current research the degree to wIlich the pictured,child had: similar

intel.(;!Ls to th2 Lubject was varied. Children's interest id various toys was
* J t

assessed. Children were then told that the pictured Child eithPr liked the

toys he/she liked (similar intemstg c00-12tion), disIihed the toys he/she

liked (dissimilar interests condition), or , -xld nothint about the picturq4.\

child's interest in toys (no interetin.7ormation condition ). An 2x3 (Physical

Condition x Interest Similarity) factoral dnign wes thus used) With ph:eical
c,

1
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condition having two levels, able-bodied and disabled, and inte:cct similarity

having three levels, similar inteFcsJ,, dissimilar interests, and no interest

information.

Subjects vt.

. Participants were 53 boys and 49 girls, ringing in age from three to five.

There were 26 three year olds, 53 four year olds,,, and 23'five year
4.1

olds.. The

children came from two day care centers and one pre-school center in the

Champaign - Urbana, Illinois area. The sacioreconomic level of the chilren wan
.

generally middle and upper-middle class. Eleven of the 102 children were
. e.

non-white.'

Stimulus Material

Four photographs were taken:. (a) a four year old able-bodied girl sittl2g

in a regular. chair, (b) the same girl in a wheelchair, (c) a four year old

able-bodied boy in a regular chair, and (d) the same boy in a wheelchair. In

each of the four, pictures the child had a slight smile and was facing forward.

I o

To assess whether the faces of tie boy andgirl were equally attractive,

18 adult judges, 10 women and 8 men, rated their attractiveness. Each jud'e
4,

was randomly assigned one boy and one girl to rate. Frames were placed over the

photographs so only the child's head was visible. In'this way, the judges

rated only the child's facial attractiveness And were not aWale that some of
, -

the childrenlyered4.11 wheqlchairs and .that soma were not. Ratings wire done on'

, . /

a 1 to 5 scale from not attractive -to-very attralctive.

Multiple t-tests. tevealed-thet the mean attractiveness scores received by

the children in the four photogr,,I.ils were not significantly diff,,xent from each

other. TWO pictures received exactly the same rating of 4.0O3 the third obtains,

d rating o 4.11 and the fourth a rat:ag of 4.22. These rat4ngs indicate that

i 1)
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adults perceived all---,the children as between somewhat attractive and very

A

attractive.

PrOcedure

'Befoke testing, the experimentee(a female graduate assistants spent

approximately,four houks in each center getting to know the children and having

the children become familiar with her. After stratifying on age and six,

children were randomly assigned to one of the six expepimental conditions.

Children were thenfindiVidually tested.

At the start of testing, chill( were given,several sample yds/no quent , s

to be sure they understood this type of question'and,could answer both yes and

no. Next, -the experimenter shoWed each child a series of six photographs

including a truck, doll, tools, teddy bear, cards, (nda cat. For'each item
i Zs)

.the child was asked whether he/sh4 wou it like to play with it (e.g., Do you like

to play with trucks ?)'

Children in the able-bodied condition were then shown a child of their own

sex+sitting in a regular chair. Those in the disability condition were 'shown

the child of their own sex sitting.in a wheelchair. In the similar interests

condition efiildren ,pre told that the pictured chi
' -

ed khe things thoy

likWd with the first three items they liked being named' (e.g., He/she_Ukes the

things you like. He/she likps to flay with ,,trucks, tools. and cards). In the

dissimilar interests condition children were told that the person in the

picture didn't like the things that they enjoyed with the first three itemp

they liked being named (e.g., He/dhe does notAlike ko-flay,with trucks, tools

or cards). Children in the ,no infOrmation condition were simply shown the

. -

pictured child 'and, told nothing about the child's interests.

While looking at the picture the chiletren were asked toevaluate the

p4oographed child on a liking measure, ability measure, :hiring wcp411,/, and

I I)
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influence measure. The liking measure consisted of the following questions:

(a) Would you like to play with/this child at the Center? (b) Would you like

P-play with this child at home? and (c) Would you like to play with this child

in the park? For the sharing measure, partiCipants were shown a picture of:

(a) blocks, (b) books and (c) puzzles. For each picture they were asked whether

they would be willing to share ea-1 toy with the pictured child. On the ability

measures participants were asked if they thought the pictured child w,In:

(a) able to color, (b) able to sing, and (c) able to run. For the influence

measure subjects were asked whether: (a)' their mother would ward them to play

,.with the pictured
r
child, (b) their teacher would want them to play with the'

.

4 'pictured child, and (c) if%their ..frids would want them to play'with the

pictured child.,,

Each of the four measureswas thus composed of three questions, answered

I

with either a yes or a no. 'Yes responses were scored as one and no responses
7

as zeroes: A total'icore on the measure was Obtained,by adding scores for
c

the three questions. /

,Following these four measures, children in the disability conditions'were

asked several additional questions aimed at learning whether they understood

the meaning of disability., The questions weie: (a) Is there anything

u

different about this boy/girl? .(b) is this? (Experimenter pointed to

.the wheelchair) (c) What is it,used for? (d) Do you know anyone who uses a

wheelchair? (e) Have you ever seen anyone use a Wheelchair?. Subjects were

categorized as being aware of the mc' trig of disability if they specified ti-at

7
the chair Was a wheelchgir, or some related niire, and that it was used when a

person's' legs'were hurt, broken, or in some other way not functioning.
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ReSIDAS

The first issue to be examinct: w.s whether understanding of disability
.

increased with age. Results of a chi,square analysis (Table 1) indicated that
1 . .

recognition, of disability increase dramatically with age
.

(X
2

= 12.00, p <., .01),
_ .

..-4 ,
_...

L ,

Only ff. percent of the three year olds were aware that the child laas disabled,

while 71.percent of the four year old and 75 percent of the five year olds ,2.

understood that the child, was handicapped.
A

TArTX 1

Not Aware of
Disability

Aware of
Disability Total

3 year olds 10 2 12

4 year olds -8 20 28

5 year olds 3 9 12

Totals .21 6 31 52

Chi Square = 11.997

Investigated next was whether there ware differences in ratings of the

able-bodied child and disabled child and whether these ratings varied as a func-
,,

tion of perceived similarity. A 2x3 (Physical Condition x Interest Similarity)

analysis of variance was performed. The two levels of physical condition were

able-bodied and disabled. The three levels of interest simnarity were similar

interests, dissimilar interests and no interest information. No significatit

Lain effects or Interaction effects were found on any oethe four measures.

Ratings of the ahle-bodied child anidilabled child in terms of liking, sharing,

ability and inflUance did not vary significantlywith perceived similarity.

An additional analysis was done to test for possible awareness of dis-

ability effects. Children rating the disabled child were diyf.led into two

a

n 0 I) 9
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groups, those awareof the meaning.of disability and those unaware of the maninc

of disability. A 3x3 analysis of variance was then p formed. ,In this analysis

47physie'al conditiOn had three levels: able-bodied c dition; disa&d condition,
t

not are of disability and condition,7 are of disability. The
1

..., .

three levels of similarity were similar,interest,s, dissimilar interests and no

intertst information. Results indicated no significant main effects or inter-
r"

action effects on the liking measure, sharing measure or influence measur e.

On the ability measure, however there was /a significant effect of physical

condition (f = 6.96, p (.01). Using a ehi,square to examine score's on the

individual iteLls of the ability measure, it was found that the "to run" item

was largely responsible for the significantiphysical rendition effect. Those

in the disabled condition, aware of,disability, rated the handicapped child as

unable to run. While chil ten in the disabl&I condition, not aware of

disability, scored the di.sabled child as being able to run.

Discussion

The data clearly"indicate that the shift from lack.of understanding of

disability to understanding occurred between three and four yeas of age. When

shown the picture of the disablerehild and asked if there was anything

..different, the ehrep year olds tyil4cally gave answers such as "She has,blond

hair," "His shirr is-hue," "She is wearing sandels,' or "Nothing is different."

Even Then the wheelchair was pointed to and named most of the three year olds

could give no information abOut,its function. The children at thid'age do not

appear to be attending to the Aisability related aspects of the picture, and

when these were pointed out to them thty seemed to have no real meaning for

them. In contrast, the four year ofe, often answered that what was different

was that the child was in a wheelchair. By this age they hays learned something

tool
4
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abOut:disability and were attending to lit as a distinct.and important element.

'e- -'`Interestingly, knowledge about disability had no significant effect on

4
liking, willinness to share, or the child's perception of other's desire for

.
.

him/her -to play, with, handicapped child. Joining these results with
.

ir.,

, Richardson's (1970) fining.,that first grade children have negative attitudes
N.,

--it, , .

toward the disabled, it appears tint an awareness of disability occurs by age
. ,

five but negative attitudes db not develop until sOpewhat later. Befure.this

interpretation is accepted, however, a methodological issue should be examined.

The present research compared ratings-given'an able - boded child with those

given a disabled child. Children were not asked to choose kiho they liked better.
1

N

With a forced choice, or rank order procedure, prejudices- against the disabled

,
.may become evident. /

p"

/

r4.
R

Finally, the results Indicated that degree of perceived similarity had no

*

effect on ratings of the able-bodied chip or the ditoged child., This i at
,-...._e

. .- ,,
. .

odds with evidence that perceived similarity influences fourth grade chiIdren!s

, .-

interpersonal attraction (Byrne And driffitt, 1966). A couple of egplanation4
.

,V. . .
_, .

can be offered. It is possible that the manipulation of .perceived similarity
c!

.

k ' i,

lacked strength. Only three interest wereere used while previous research

on the similaritytattraction model have used a larger number of items.
. tea'

/ . j
.

,

Alternatively, preschool children may just.not b sceptiblc to similarity as

a determinan,pcf interpersonal attraction. Future re eara s needed to
.

evaluate these alternatives.

uu ii
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